
three-year/36,000-mile vehicle warranty
and five-year/60,000-mile powertrain
warranty.

Twelfth Place
Daewoo Nubira CDX

Just as Kia entered the U.S. market as
a Ford farm team, so did Daewoo arrive
in the care of GM. Remember the
Pontiac LeMans of a decade ago? Many
would rather not.

Now we have the Daewoo Nubira
CDX, also weighing in as a low-budget
specialist; $671 covers the Korean
spread in this group, from Kia at the
bottom to Daewoo as the big-ticket item
at $13,995, with Hyundai sandwiched in
the middle.

The best feature of this four-door is the
back seat, which ranked third overall in a
combined space-and-comfort rating. There
were minor complaints about too much La-
Z-Boy in the backrest angle (very minor
compared with the Sephia) and
one loud complaint when a tester
bashed his head on the very close
rear pillar as we crossed a bumpy
stretch. But stretch-out space for
the legs, and footroom under the
front buckets, were impressively
large.

The Nubira and the Sephia are
nearly side by side in most per-
formance tests, with the former
scoring notably better in braking
and losing by a small margin in
skidpad grip. In measures of
sophistication, though, the
Daewoo pulls ahead. The instru-
ment cluster is more pleasing to
the eyes; the driver’s seat adjusts
easily; there are numerous storage
nooks within the driver’s reach
including extra-roomy door
pockets; the engine sound is more
pleasing to the ears (the agony
doesn’t set in until the tach reaches
5500 rpm); the suspension does a
good job of smoothing minor
bumps; and the body feels reason-
ably stiff and therefore free of
quivering jitters. Discs all around
give the brakes a good feel. But
handling remains iffy, mostly

because the turn-in part of cornering never
sets up the correct arc on the first try. At
the limit, the grip of the Hankook Radial
H406 tires fades to a nicely balanced
understeer.

In the warranty wars, Daewoo and Kia,
again, are evenly matched.

Tenth Place (tie)
Toyota Echo

Toyota is trying something new here,
a tall-car shape (the body is shared with
the European Yaris) assiduously designed
for light weight and low cost. We don’t

like it much. It’s noisy, it handles
poorly, it feels cheap, and the
interior details fall far below the
Toyota standard.

The lumpy exterior styling is
controversial, stump ugly at first
meeting, but we’d probably love
its nonconformist proportions if
the car itself had the usual Toyota
finesse. Instead, we have a noisy
box that rattles in time to the
engine’s vibrations (in a Toyota?
Heresy!) with an odd driving
position—the pedals are too close
relative to the (tilt adjustable)
steering wheel. The instrument
cluster is small and positioned far
off in the hazy distance near the
wipers in the center of the dash,
as if to maximize its illegibility.
There’s no tach, and it would be
too small to read were there one.
What you do get from the tall
shape, apart from a sit-up driving
position, are huge walk-in storage
bins in the dash (okay, a slight
exaggeration), perfect if you want
to keep an eye on your stuff as
you drive.

The promised payoff for the
tall-box shape is lots of room
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Daewoo
Nubira CDX

Highs: Surprisingly accommodating back 
seat, decent ride, lots of features for the dough.

Lows: Not much oomph for the racket it
makes, handling suggests knee bone not quite
connected to thigh bone.

The Verdict: A roomy drone-about at 
a low, low price.

12

with 2 passengers with 3 passengers

comfort space comfort space

CHEVROLET 7 6 5 5
PRIZM

DAEWOO 8 8 7 8
NUBIRA CDX

DODGE 6 7 6 7
NEON ES

FORD 10 9 8 8
FOCUS ZTS

HONDA 7 6 6 5
CIVIC LX

HYUNDAI 8 8 7 7
ELANTRA GLS

KIA 5 7 5 6
SEPHIA LS

MAZDA 9 8 7 8
PROTEGÉ ES

MITSUBISHI 7 6 6 7
MIRAGE DE

NISSAN 7 6 7 5
SENTRA GXE

SATURN 6 6 5 4
SL2

SUZUKI
ESTEEM 1.8GLX 7 5 5 5
SPORT

TOYOTA 9 7 5 6
ECHO

Subjective ratings in both categories were assigned by 3 editors 
on a 1-to-10 scale (10 being best).
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